Background: The explicit density dependence in the coupling coefficients entering the nonrelativistic nuclear energy-density functional (EDF) is understood to encode effects of three-nucleon forces and dynamical correlations. The necessity for the density-dependent coupling coefficients to assume the form of a preferrably small fractional power of the density ρ is empirical and the power is often chosen arbitrarily. Consequently, precision-oriented parameterisations risk overfitting in the regime of saturation and extrapolations in dilute or dense matter may lose predictive power. Purpose: Beginning with the observation that the Fermi momentum kF , i.e., the cubic root of the density, is a key variable in the description of Fermi systems, we first wish to examine if a power hierarchy in a kF expansion can be inferred from the properties of homogeneous matter in a domain of densities which is relevant for nuclear structure and neutron stars. For subsequent applications we want to determine a functional that is of good quality but not overtrained. Method: For the EDF, we fit systematically polynomial and other functions of ρ 1/3 to existing microscopic, variational calculations of the energy of symmetric and pure neutron matter (pseudodata) and analyze the behavior of the fits. We select a form and a set of parameters which we found robust and examine the parameters' naturalness and the quality of resulting extrapolations. Results: A statistical analysis confirms that low-order terms such as ρ 1/3 and ρ 2/3 are the most relevant ones in the nuclear EDF beyond lowest order. It also hints at a different power hierarchy for symmetric vs. pure nutron matter, supporting the need for more than one density-dependent terms in non-relativistic EDFs. The functional we propose easily accommodates known or adopted properties of nuclear matter near saturation. More importantly, upon extrapolation to dilute or asymmetric matter, it reproduces a range of existing microscopic results, to which it has not been fitted. It also predicts a neutron-star mass-radius relation consistent with observations. The coefficients display naturalness. Prospects: Having been already determined for homogeneous matter, a functional of the present form can be mapped onto extended Skyrme-type functionals in a straightforward manner, as we outline here, for applications to finite nuclei. At the same time, the statistical analysis can be extended to higher orders and for different microscopic (ab initio) calculations with sufficient pseudodata points and for polarized matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Among the most successful and widely used models for nuclear structure, are the Skyrme force [1] and the relativistic mean field (RMF) [2] models, which provide the basis for a nuclear energy-density functional (EDF) theory. They have been applied in the description of many known stable and exotic nuclei and the nuclear equation of state (EoS). Most traditional RMF and Skyrme force or functional models are fitted to properties of experimentally accessible nuclei. Consequently, it has been recognized that they are good at reproducing the properties of nuclei in the valley of stability, but if one approaches to extremes such as neutron or proton drip lines, or densities much higher or lower than the saturation density, where precise experimental data are not available, extrapolations must be made with care. New experiments on exotic nuclei, as well as astronomical observations, help to constrain the set of reliable functionals. For instance, recent observations of 2M neutron stars [3, 4] exclude the nuclear models giving the maximum mass smaller than that value.
To meet the current challenges, new classes of functionals are being proposed, for example those inspired by the density-matrix expansion [5, 6] . Extensions and revisions are informed by nuclear-matter constraints [7, 8] , new insights from chiral effective field theory (EFT) [9] [10] [11] and resummation techniques [12, 13] , and by more-stringent stability requirements [14] . New optimization procedures and data sets have been employed within the UNDEF project [15] [16] [17] [18] . New, additional interaction terms and forms are introduced for more flexibility and precision [19] [20] [21] . The feasibility of describing simultaneously finite nuclei and homogeneous nuclear matter is continually assessed [22, 23] .
Indispensible in all non-relativistic approaches has been the density-dependent term. In the original model by Skyrme [24] and the seminal work by Vautherin and Brink [25] and other early efforts a repulsive three-nucleon contact force was introduced. It counters the attractive two-body interaction and generates saturation. This threenucleon force is found equivalent to a two-body term whose coupling strength depends linearly on the local density. In subsequent parameterizations the linear dependence was replaced with a fractional-power dependence such as ρ 1/3 or ρ 1/6 to describe more precisely the compression modulus. The Gogny (finite-range) parameterizations are also augmented with such a term. The power of the density dependence is considered as a parameter to be fitted or put in "by hand". Nowadays, for more precision, more than one density-dependent terms are considered too, often chosen arbitrarily. Such extensions can produce precise fits, but risk overfitting the parameters, which then may lack predictive power as a consequence. So how can we get any guidance regarding the physical values for the density dependence?
In fact, there exist analytical considerations for interacting Fermi systems which offer clues. In the Brueckner theory for homogeneous nuclear matter, when strong interactions between nucleons are comprised of short-range repulsion and medium-range attraction, the nuclear potential energy per particle is precisely the sum of powers of the Fermi momentum k F [26] (i.e., powers of ρ 1/3 ), beginning with k 3 F . In a pionless EFT for dilute Fermi systems [27] the energy density of the system up to next-to-next-to-leading order is obtained as a polynomial in terms of k F also beginning with k 3 F . Within chiral perturbation theory in the three-loop approximation it has been shown that the saturation regime of nuclear matter is governed by the lowest-order terms, k 3 F and k 4 F [28] . In other words, the cubic root of the density arises naturally in the expression of the energy per particle in the form of k F . Not only does it arise naturally, but it cannot be neglected. We conclude that the fractional-power density dependence, which is indispensible and empirically justified in Skyrme and even Gogny parameterizations but considered dubious in its interpretation [29] , in fact arises from a true, though unknown, Hamiltonian within quantum many-body theory and within EFTs. One simply considers the functional as a black box, and the generating potential within Hartree-Fock approximation as a pseudopotential, which is close to the spirit of the Hohenberg-Kohn and Kohn-Sham theorems.
The above observations lead us to write the nuclear EDF as a polynomial in ρ 1/3 . Such an expansion was explored tentatively in Refs. [30, 31] with the goal of removing the correlations between the effective mass and the compressibility. It was explored again in Ref. [19] , where the flexibility of a generalized functional was demonstrated. Our point of view is somewhat different. We aim explicitly to determine the relevant terms for describing nuclear matter in a wide range of densities relevant for nuclei and neutron stars. At this initial stage we are not concerned with spectroscopic precision and therefore we restrict ourselves to homogeneous matter. We test to what extent a few low-order terms suffice for realistic results and whether it is possible to establish restricted ranges for the parameters' values already from homogeneous matter, which could be used for precision fits at a later stage. Applications of a resulting functional in nuclei are being explored in parallel [32, 33] and the related methodology will be outlined in our concluding section.
The manuscript is organised as follows. In Sec. II we elaborate on the reasoning that leads to the present functional form. In Sec. III we present the form of the proposed functional and explain the fitting procedure. In Sec. IV we present our results and demonstrate a power hierarchy which justifies the power expansion to low order, especially for symmetric matter, and the coefficients' naturalness. As a first application, we solve the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations and obtain the mass-radius relation of neutron stars. A summary and perspectives are given in Sec. V.
II. WHY POWERS OF kF
Some of the observations in this Section, especially as regards EFT, will rightly appear speculative. Let us therefore make our point clear from the beginning: Taking indications from effective theories (as elaborated below), in this work we assume that we can write the potential energy per particle as a low-order expansion in k F . It would be very interesting to establish such an expansion, as it would eliminate the uncertainty regarding the most important powers in the density dependence of the EDF. If in our subsequent analysis (Sec. IV) we find no numerical evidence for such a low-order expansion (for example, if the ρ term gives interchangeable fits with, say ρ 1/3 ), our assumption is of course rendered moot. However, it turns out this is not the case. Especially for symmetric nuclear matter, it turns out that the expansion might converge fast. Let us therefore present the physical reasoning which leads us to expect that a low-order expansion might work for nuclear matter within the regime of interest, i.e., within an order of magnitude below or above the saturation density 0 ≈ 0.16 fm −3 . We certainly hope that the interested reader will find inspiration to explore and refine the present ideas in more depth and will find our numerical results useful in such a pursuit.
Following a textbook example on nuclear matter [26] , let us assume a local interaction between nucleons with repulsive hard core and a longer-range attractive part (of finite depth V 0 ) of ranges r c and r a , respectively. The contribution of the repulsive core to the potential energy per particle is given by Brueckner theory as a sum of terms proportional to (k F r c ) 3 , (k F r c ) 4 , etc. [26] , and converging slowly for k F r c ≈ 1. The contribution of the attractive part to the energy per particle is given in closed analytical form involving trigonometric functions and integrals of k F r c and k F r a [26] , which can also be expanded in ascending powers of k F , k F , the lowest power surviving is, in
where the denominator
diminishes quickly with increasing m. In this picture, the even powers of k F arise from the repulsive part only. The importance of the k 3 F and k
4
F terms for obtaining the empirical saturation regime of symmatric matter was shown explicitly in Ref. [28] within the three-loop approximation of chiral perturbation theory. In the very particular case of extremely dilute Fermi systems, the expression for the energy per particle has been obtained, e.g., in Ref. [27] as a polynomial expansion in k F , where the expansion coefficients depend on the scattering lengths and the effective ranges, plus logarithmic functions, arising from three-fermion forces. That is in fact an analytical form we will explore in this work, but with the expansion coefficients treated as free parameters. (In the end we conclude from our fits that the inclusion of a logarithmic term is not a necessity.) At this point we must expose our reasoning for accepting a dilute regime as a starting point for our investigation.
Notwithstanding the preceding arguments for a polynomial expansion, saturated matter is arguably not at all dilute: The effective range of the interactions is of the order of the interparticle distance, while the bare scattering length is much longer. On the other hand, arguments can be made for considering near-saturated matter dilute with respect to certain physics of relevance. Such would be the case within an effective theory without pions but only heavier mesons. Since pion is a pseudo-scalar meson, its mean field does not appear in nuclear matter unless the matter density is high enough to allow pion condensations [34] . In addition, the expectation value of the one-pion-exchange potential vanishes in nuclear matter. Thus pionic contributions to the energy density are through loops and multipion exchanges, and one may postulate that their average effect is a modification of the couplings and masses among nucleons and heavy mesons. Since the Fermi momenta in the measurable nuclear systems and even in neutron stars are smaller than the next heavy-meson mass, namely m ρ (approximately 775 MeV, or 4 fm −1 ), one may treat m ρ as a large scale and envision an effective Lagrangian in powers of k F /m ρ . Of course, neglecting pions, a precise matching with nature at threshold region is neither possible nor meaningful. Instead, one would have to fit the Lagrangian coefficients to data and confirm the accuracy of the approach for describing dense matter a posteriori. Our approach originates in this idea. For this reason we will examine the naturalness of our fitted coefficients with respect to a k F /m ρ expansion. Let us add that in the RMF models nuclear saturation is obtained from the balance between the attractive force by the exchange of sigma mesons and the repulsive force by omega mesons, while pions are not explicitly included. ρ meson is added to reproduce (or control) the asymmetric nuclear matter properties better than the conventional σ and ω RMF models. The success of RMF as well as Skyrme models may imply that the major properties of dense nuclear matter are controlled by short-range forces.
We now comment on the density-matrix expansion (DME) [35] , which is popular in recent optimizations of the nuclear EDF. The DME skips some low-order powers of ρ 1/3 . This could be because it considers only statistical correlations in the expression for the two-body density matrix, namely the exchange term determined by the offdiagonal one-body density matrix, but it neglects an irreducible two-body dynamical correlation. The correlation function vanishes when the wave function is a single Slater determinant (free Fermi gas) but constitutes a significant correction in the presence of short-range correlations, which can be treated within a variety of quantum many-body methods [36] . We are not actually proving here that the correlation function will generate the missing terms of ρ 1/3 , but our observation that such terms do arise in EFT and Eq. (1) may motivate further investigations.
III. METHODOLOGY A. Form of the energy density functional
The present Ansatz for the energy per particle, except the Coulomb energy, in the case of a homogeneous system of nucleons with proton density ρ p and neutron density ρ n , reads
where we have introduced the total density ρ = ρ n + ρ p and the asymmetry δ = (ρ n − ρ p )/ρ. The kinetic energy per particle is given by
with x p,n ≡ ρ p,n /ρ. We motivated such a form in Sec. II. We are interested in determining the most relevant terms in this expansion and whether any hierarchy can be inferred. At present we examine up to the i = 3 term, but in general higher-order powers can be considered and explored as well. We may rewrite Eq. (2) as
where the dependence on the density ρ and the asymmetry δ of various terms should be understood. The E 3 and E ln terms are in effect a single term c 3 ρ 2 ln[ρ/ρ x ], if we define an unknown reference density value ρ x . For purely practical reasons and without loss of generality we prefer to work with two separate terms.
We proceed to specify the asymmetry dependence of the potential energy, E − T . We stress that the dependence we adopt does not affect our fits at all. It only enters our final comparison with the results of chiral EFT in asymmetric matter, which have large error bands, and the modelling of the neutron-star mass-radius relation, which is not precisely determined either. For our comparisons we therefore assume the standard quadratic dependence, which is generally adopted, for example within the generalized liquid drop model [37, 38] and in recent analytical parameterizations of the chiral EFT results [39, 40] . Then we can write
There certainly exist open issues regarding the asymmetry dependence of the nuclear EoS [11] , but they lie beyond the scope of the present manuscript. The functional can be rewritten in the form of a Skyrme functional, with the terms assigned as in Table I , which shows explicitly the powers of the Fermi momentum corresponding to each term. We note the presence of more than one density-dependent terms in such a corresponding Skyrme functional: a fractional-power one (E 1 ), a linear one (E 3 ), and optionally a second fractional-power one (contributing to E 2 ) and a linear-logarithmic one (E ln ), which should be considered together with the linear one. The presence of more than one density-dependent terms renders this form more flexible than the traditional Skyrme functionals. Indeed, generalized Skyrme functionals with more than one density-dependent couplings have been explored in Refs. [19, 21] . The differences in our case are that the terms are not arbitrarily chosen and that we determine the parameters in homogeneous matter before applications to nuclei. We note finally that the present functional accommodates the empirical fractional-power density dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy, with power a = 0.72 ± 0.19 [41] . If our tentative effective-theoretical arguments in Sec. II have any merit, the expansion coefficients should display naturalness with respect to the expansion variable k F /m ρ . Noting that, at zero temperature, ρ = ν 6π 2 k 3 F , where ν = 4 for symmetric nuclear matter (SNM) and ν = 2 for pure neutron matter (PNM), we write
We note that k F /m ρ 1/3 for saturated SNM. We will examine whether the dimensionless parameters
are of the same order of magnitude.
B. Fitting method
Having defined the form of the functional, we proceed to determine and analyze the unknown parameters. For nuclear-structure applications, one may follow the usual procedure of fitting to nuclear properties as well as saturation properties of nuclear matter. As already elaborated, our objective is different: we are interested in validating and analyzing our Ansatz in homogeneous matter first. Also important is to not fit all five parameters blindly, but examine which are the most important ones, whose values do not depend strongly on the fitting procedure and may retain some physical content. We thus inspect the fits of all possible combinations of 1 − 5 parameters.
The most appropriate set of pseudodata for our purposes would include both symmetric and asymmetric matter. Therefore we use the Akmal-Pandharipande-Ravenhall variational results, which are based on the Argonne V18 and Urbana potentials and available for both SNM and PNM [42] . This set of pseudodata will be denoted as APR. For the purpose of confirming our statistical fit analysis, the fitting has been repeated with the Friedman-Pandharipande (FP) pseudodata set [43] , within the same density domain as the fit to the APR set. The FP calculations were based on the Argonne V14 potential. The APR data are considered an improvement over the FP data, because APR took into account the most accurate two-and three-nucleon interaction until those days, relativistic boost interaction, and the phase transition in the high density region. Therefore they constitute our main set.
We fit the functional form to the SNM data to obtain the parameters c i (0) and then to the PNM data to obtain c i (1). We will test our results against the chiral EFT results of Ref. [39] , which we will denote as DSS, available for δ = 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7. The necessary interpolation to asymmetric matter is possible via Eq. (5) . No fits are performed to the DSS data. We will also compare with the SLy4 Skyrme functional, which was partly constrained by microscopic results for homogeneous matter [44] .
For the fits to the APR (or FP) set, and separately for SNM and PNM, we proceed as follows: We make use of all available pseudodata points (ρ j , D j ) for a given asymmetry value δ = 0, 1. We perform a least-squares fit by minimizing
with 0 =0.16 fm −3 . A dependence of the data-points set {j} and related values on δ is implied. For the fits we use the multiparameter regression routine of the GNU Scientific Library [45] . We next proceed to explain the above choice for the cost function.
The division of the cost function in Eq. (8) with the kinetic energy allows us to increase the weight of the comparatively small and disfavored contributions of E(ρ j ) − D j at lower densities, without introducing arbitrary weight functions. Some further weighting is necessary nonetheless, owing to the nature of the data: As pointed out in Ref. [42] , the pseudodata show a discontinuity at some value of density near 0.2 or 0.3 fm −3 . The authors recommend and use a different parameterisation for the "low-density phase" (LDP) and the "high-density phase" (HDP). A phase transition at similar density is discussed in [46] . Indeed, we have found that an unweighted fit to the pseudodata provides an overal good description of the data, but does not reproduce as precisely as desired the saturation point (cf . Table III) . On the other hand, neglecting the HDP altogether would not be sufficient for constraining the higherorder terms of the expansion (there are few low-density data) and is not recommended for an application to neutron stars (cf. Fig. 4) . In order to examine specifically the saturation region and the dilute-density regime, we can further adjust the weight put on it via the parameter β introduced in Eq. (8) . For meaningful comparisons between results with different values of β it is then pertinent to introduce the normalized quantity
to remove a trivial decrease of χ 2 as β is increased. Elements of information theory are utilized to corroborate the stiffness or sloppiness of the model parameters, see, e.g., Ref. [47] for a recent application in nuclear density functional theory. We first define the Hessian matrix of the model as
where N c is the number of fitted parameters. The dimensionless parametersc k are defined via (cf. Eqs. (2), (4)) k . The presence of Hessian eigenvalues spread over many orders of magnitude will signify the presence of sloppy parameters and hence the possibility to eliminate at least one combination of those without much spoiling the model quality. That's quite relevant for our purposes: It will signal that additional parameters are superfluous. If, on the other hand, the eigenvalues are of comparable magnitudes, then the model is stiff and might miss relevant physics. We will therefore look at the behaviour of the eigenvalues as we add more parameters to the fits.
C. Application in neutron stars
As a first application we will consider the mass and radius of neutrons stars. For this purpose we will solve the TOV equations, which for given central density read dp dr
where r is the radial distance from the center, M (r) is the enclosed mass of a neutron star within r, and p and ε represent pressure and energy density respectively. We will solve the above equations for the energy-density parameterizations obtained from our fits. Acceptable functionals should allow for neutron star masses to reach the value of two solar masses [3, 4] and produce mass-radius relations within the currently accepted constraints deduced from X-ray burst data [48] .
IV. FITTING ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND APPLICATION

A. Fitting analysis
Fits have been performed for the 31 possible combinations of one, two, ..., or five non-zero constants from the set {c k (δ)} (δ = 0, 1). Table II lists the values of the normalized cost function χ 2 n for a few selected combinations of fitted parameters and β = 0, 1/2, 1. For completeness, results for all examined combinations of parameters and additionally for β = 3/2 are provided in the Appendix, Table IV. First we discuss the successive inclusion of non-zero parameters, shown in the first row of each block of results, namely data rows 1,3,9,12. It is of course a trivial result that, as we include more and more parameters, the fits get better. However, a saturation of the fit quality is observed in the case of SNM when 3 parameters are included (stable χ 2 ), as long as the lowest-order term c 0 is included. A hierarchy of terms, where the lower-order ones are more important than the higher-order ones, is inferred from the present results:
• Generally speaking, for a given number of parameters, the sets which include the k = 0 term give better fits than those which do not. There are a few exceptions and mostly for low β.
• In the majority of cases, if we replace the k = 1 term with the k = 3 term we get noticeably higher χ 2 n values. This result is in concordance with the preference for Skyrme functionals with a fractional-power, rather than linear, density dependence.
• If we use only two parameters, the sets of two low-order parameters produce better fits than the sets of two higher-order parameters. For example for β = 1 one may arrange the sets from the best to worst as follows: For SNM, k = (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (3,ln). 1 For PNM the order is the same except that k = (0, 2) is better than (0, 1).
• In fact for smaller β the k = 3 term in PNM seems more efficient. The inclusion of a linear dependence in Skyrme functionals might be recommended especially for dense-matter applications. We note that the discontinuity of the data may contaminate the systematics of the low-β fits.
• For three parameters, we found that the smallest χ 2 n are generally obtained without the logarithmic term. Let us evaluate further the necessity for higher-order terms. For this we consider fitting the k = 0, 1, 2 terms along with one more term whose form may be ρ
(approximate symmetry-energy dependence within Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock [49] ) or ρ 1/6 (popular in Skyrme functionals). (A systematic inclusion and examination of higher-order terms, such as ρ 7/3 , ρ 8/3 , is deferred to future work.) The results in the last rows (last block) of Table II demonstrate that the quality of the fit is almost unaffected by the choice of 4th term. An interesting exception is that the popular ρ 1/6 term generally gives a worse fit. The most precise fit is of course provided by 5 terms. However, the resulting values for the coefficients c i are found radically different from those obtained with 4 parameters or fewer. From the above we can infer that two (SNM) or three (PNM) terms are essential, that the role of a fourth high-order term is simply to refine the fits, and last but not least, that a fifth term cannot be constrained by the pseudodata, i.e., it may lead to overfitting, which is not desired.
The above conclusions are supported by an analysis of the Hessian spectrum, which we now discuss briefly, for both the APR and the FP data sets. The Hessian matrix of Eq.(10) has been evaluated and its eigenvalues computed for the various fits. Figure 1 shows, for each fit, the ratio of the highest (in absolute value) eigenvalue of H to the lowest one (in absolute value). Each point corresponds to a specific combination of 2, 3, 4, or 5 terms included in the fit. For example, in the case of 3 parameters (middle panels), there are, for each value of β, 5 C 3 − 3 = 7 points for PNM and 7 for SNM (we exclude the three combinations where c ln appears without c 3 ). Figure 1 indicates the combinations giving the lowest and highest ratios. For example, the label k = (0, 1, 3) means that the parameters c 0 , c 1 , c 3 were fitted to obtain the adjacent points. If the label is centered (as, e.g., in Fig. 1(b) and (e) ), the label refers to the points on either side of the label.
For a given number of terms, N c , the highest ratios are provided by fits with low-order parameters, meaning that an optimal choice of N c − 1 low-order parameters is possible. The lowest ratios correspond to fits where all terms are very important, either fortuitously, or because the parameters are not optimally chosen. The results reveal that two parameters are barely sufficient to retain flexibility. The same holds for three or even four high-order parameters, i.e., when low-order terms (k = 0 or 1) are omitted. Therefore the low-order terms appear more physical.
Again we observe the different behaviour of SNM and PNM. For SNM 3 parameters seem to be sufficient, but for PNM the parameters are generally stiffer. It will be interesting to examine the PNM thoroughly with more terms and statistical analyses, and on richer sets of pseudodata. This shall be the subject of future work. Because of the above observations, and to avoid overfitting, a fifth term (high-order or logarithmic) is omitted in what follows. For our initial applications the present fits are already of good quality.
In Fig. 2 , representative results of fits for the EoS are shown, along with the APR pseudodata, the DSS results from chiral EFT, and the SLy4 functional. The almost-linear trend with respect to ρ 1/3 , especially for SNM, is evident. The effect of including higher-order terms appears indeed minimal in SNM. In the case of PNM, the fit with four parameters not only reproduces well the pseudodata (APR), but also the results of chiral EFT (DSS), to which it has not been fitted, and at low density, where no pseudodata exist. This result is not trivial [13] , as the comparison with traditional functionals shows, for example SLy4 in Fig. 2 . Representative results (β = 1/2) of fits with two, three, or four parameters, as indicated, along with the APR pseudodata, the DSS results from chiral EFT and the SLy4 functional. Shown is the potential energy per particle divided by the density as a function of ρ 1/3 , in SNM and PNM.
B. Resulting functionals, naturalness, and application
Having verified the relevance and quality of the low-order fits and having set the number of desired parameters to four, we now proceed to determine specific parameterizations, to use as starting points to applications.
In what follows we choose as our main set of results the 4-parameter low-order form, with k = 0, 1, 2, 3. Table III shows the resulting values of c k (0) and c k (1) for β = 0, 0.5, 1. The values obtained for the properties of nuclear matter at saturation density are also shown. For the fitted parameters, the saturation properties are reasonable, but not precisely equal to the known or adopted values, which is not surprising: The pseudodata near saturation are few and the set includes a kink at higher densities. However, it is straightforward to make adjustments to the SNM parameters so as to obtain any desired set of values of SNM properties. In fact, one can do away with the pseudodata of SNM and adjust the parameters c i (0) to chosen SNM properties by solving simple algebraic equations. If this procedure produces similar parameters as the fitting, for the low-order terms, the present expansion Ansatz will be validated further. For the purpose of demonstration, we presently explore two options, as follows.
The first option is to adjust the SNM parameters to a saturation density 0 = 0.16 fm −3 , binding energy per nucleon E 0 = −16.0 MeV, incompressibility K ∞ = 240 MeV, and nucleon effective mass m * /m = 0.7. The effective mass in this case is calculated by assuming that the c 2 term is entirely of the form ρT , which is of course a non-binding and arbitrary choice for the sole purpose of the present demonstration: The portion of c 2 term coming from non-local terms (t 1 , t 2 ) cannot be determined from data on unpolarized homogeneous matter.
2 The resulting coefficients for SNM are shown in the two rows labeled "ad-1" of Table III . They do not deviate much from the fitted values. In fact, their similarity to the values obtained with β = 1 shows that the variable β properly puts more weight on the lower-density data than the high-density regime. For the PNM we presently chose the same coefficients as the fit with 0)) and PNM (c k (1)) in units MeV fm 3+k obtained from fits with the indicated β values to the APR pseudodata and corresponding bulk-matter properties: saturation density 0 in fm −3 ; energy per particle at saturation E0, incompressibility K∞, symmetry energy J and slope parameter L in MeV. The values for the functional which was adapted to SNM saturation properties are shown in the last block ("ad", see text). For all the sets, J and L are not input values but obtained results. β = 1/2, so as to retain some weight on the high-density regime.
The second option is to simply set c 3 (0) = 0 and determine the other three parameters from the above values for
This time we make no assumption for the effective mass, which remains unconstrained. Note that c 3 (0), being a sloppy parameter, changes sign when β is varied. The value of c 3 (0) = −0.00 (to that precision) is in fact obtained for a fit with the acceptable weight function β = 0.97273. The resulting parameters, as well as the PNM parameters corresponding to β = 0.97273, are also listed in Table III , labeled "ad-2". The agreement of c i with i = 0, 1 for all the last three sets of parameters corroborates the robustness of our approach.
We should stress that, for all sets, the J and L values are not input values, but obtained. The values are within the currently proposed constraints [7, 50] .
The lowest-order coefficients c 0,1 do not vary drastically with β. We have found that the values are also similar to those obtained with just the two-parameter k = 0, 1 fits, i.e., they are rather robust, as expected. Furthermore, it is easily verified that, for the obtained parameters, we have the hierarchy
within the density regime up to about 1 fm −3 for SNM [33] and up to about 0.05 fm −3 for PNM, beyond which point we have |E 1 | > |E 0 |. Thus our physical reasoning holds up very well in SNM, while PNM deserves further investigation in the future. Nonetheless, the dimensionless parameters which we defined in Eq. (7) do display naturalness. For SNM we obtain, for the ad-2 set: In Fig. 3 , the results of various fits for the EoS are shown, along with the APR pseudodata, the APR parameterization of the low-density phase (LDP), the DSS results from chiral EFT and the SLy4 functional. In particular, Fig. 3(a) shows the energy per particle in SNM and PNM for the first four parameterizations from Table III . The last one, ad-2, is omitted because it gives almost indistinguishable results from ad-1.
The discontinuity of the pseudodata around ρ = 0.3 fm −3 , which necessitated the weighted fits, is evident. The fitted functionals describe well not only the pseudodata, but also the DSS results, which are not used in the fitting. Fig. 3(b) shows clearly the excellent description of the DSS results for all four values of asymmetry.
The mass-radius relation for neutron stars obtained with the parameterizations of Table III is shown in Fig. 4 . The corresponding values for the maximum mass and interior density is provided in the caption. All parameterizations predict values consistent with current constraints from observations [3, 4] . We have verified that the SNM-adapted set along with the PNM parameters from the β = 1 fit also produces results within the desired constraints.
We conclude that the power expansion of the nuclear EDF in Fermi momentum can provide an excellent description of symmetric and asymmetric nuclear matter in a large range of densities. In the future it is hoped that realistic, converged results will be derived within EFT, with which to compare our results, or which will allow a thorough new study of PNM. 3 . Results of various fits are shown, for the energy per particle in SNM, PNM, and asymmetric matter, along with the APR pseudodata, the APR parameterization of the low-density phase (LDP), the DSS results from chiral EFT and the SLy4 functional. The fits of the terms c0, c1, c2, c3 with β = 0, 1/2, 1 are included, as well as the parameterization with SNM parameters adapted to the saturation point, labelled "ad-1" in Table III . Results with the "ad-2" set would be almost indistinguishable on the figure. Table III . The two horizontal bands represent the minimum of maximum mass of neutron stars [3, 4] . The central region shows the allowed area of mass and radius of neutron stars analyzed from X-ray burst data [48] . The corresponding values for the central baryon density and the maximum mass ( c, M ) in units of (fm −3 , M ) are (1.135,2.20) (β = 0), (1.140,2.18) (β = 1/2), (1.165,2.10) (β = 1), (1.135,2.14) (β = 1/2, adapted to the saturation point of SNM).
V. SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS
We propose and explore a nuclear EDF written as a power expansion of the Fermi momentum. As such it is no less general than any available functional in analytical form. Although it can be viewed as an extended Skyrme EDF, the proposed form is not arbitrary and can be extended further to higher powers systematically.
Examining up to cubic terms, with the help of fits to microscopic calculations and a statistical analysis, we have verified the importance and robustness of low-order powers, especially in SNM. The resulting functional reproduces the known or adopted properties of saturated nuclear matter, dense matter, and neutron stars, as well as microscopic calculations for dilute matter, to which it was not fitted.
The present work opens up different directions for further studies, some of which are currently underway:
• The proposed EDF can be recast in the form of a traditional Skyrme functional with gradient terms, for a variety of applications in finite nuclei. Our approach is to consider the obtained parameters c i already fixed in homogeneous matter and proceed to determine only the free parameters which cannot be constrained from unpolarized homogeneous matter. Minimally, these parameters are the portion of nonlocal vs. density-dependent terms (the sum being fixed for each power of k F ) and the spin-orbit force. The portion of momentum dependence in c 2 is related to the parameters t 1 , t 2 . They can both be determined, at least to a first approximation, from the ground-state energies and radii of closed-shell nuclei, as already done in Refs [32, 33] . In the future, one can consider also pseudodata from ab initio calculations of polarized matter.
• So far for our applications we have determined the parameterisations ad-1 and ad-2 with specific values for the SNM properties, in particular K ∞ = 240 MeV. It will be interesting to vary this value to obtain a family of functionals. In the same spirit, one may also fix J, L, and so on without relying on pseudodata. One may also use different pseudodata sets. Such procedures will help us provide the uncertainties to all predictions.
• Combinations of higher-order terms in k F can also be explored in detail. Terms beyond c 2 may also be assumed to arise from momentum-dependent couplings in part.
We observed that the PNM shows different behavior from SNM: the hierarchy of terms is not as clear as for SNM. A convergence of the expansion for PNM is not evident from the present work. We find this observation worthy of future investigation in more fundamental ways. (2) to the APR pseudodata in symmetric nuclear matter (SNM) and pure neutron matter (PNM). Sets marked with a star (*) contain the logarithmic term without a k = 3 term, i.e., imply an arbitrary reference density ρx = 1fm −3 .
